
Topic: Mass Media 

1. Read and  answer the questions Ex.II ,p.182-183 

 

Answer the questions: 

- Why is the 21st  century is special? 

- What was the first telephone which was invented by  

A.Bell? 

- What was the old camera? 

- What differences between a smartphone and a simple 

telephone? 

- What role does a TV set  play  in people’s lives? 

- What is the radio? 

 

2. Match the pair: 

1. broadcast a. an apparatus 

2. become b. voice calls 

3. invent c. the image 

4. place d. to listeners 

5. move  e. with music 

6. appeal f. bare necessity 

7. get entertained g. the things 

8. possess h. Programs  

 

 

3. Ex.3 p. 185- make up the sentences using the phrases 

 

4. Decide to which kind of media:      a.television   b.press    

c.radio 

 

- an editorial                      -    a presenter 

- a channel                         -    a newsreader 

- a listener                          -      a gossip column 



- a soap opera                   -    coverage 

- a tabloid                           -   a quiz show 

- a documentary                -  a beauty contest 

- a viewer                           -   an advertisment 

- an article                          -   classified ads                          

- a review                            - a cartoon 

- a news program              -   a sitcom 

- a showman 

 

5. Fill in the gasps with one of the words given in the box: 

Events      century     period    report    understand    

entertainment     fifty      short      accounts 

Battle       audiences     interviewing     done        service      

world      news       commercial     

 

 

Today we are accustomed to seeing the news whether it is a 

fire in a nearby supermarket , a speech by a president or an actual 

………between two  armies ten thousand miles away. It is 

important to ……that this experience  has been possible only  

within  the latest  ……years.  Until  well  into the twentieth …..it 

took days or weeks before newspapers could ……on invasions  or 

great natural disasters. We live, therefore , in a remarkable 

…….when   we not  only obtain instant …….on the radio but can 

watch dramatic …….just as they are taking place  thousands of 

miles away. 

Television news can be regarded as part of the ……provided 

by the broadcasting  industry. We don’t only see newsreader 

providing detailed…….of events but we have a great  deal of live 

footage. News items are generally ….. , rarely more than  three 

minutes, and features are included that are attractive  to  local….., 

even though  they are unimportant in terms of ….., or national  

news.  



In times of emergency, an excellent  job  is ……     by the 

television  networks which  keep us up-to-date  by ……. world 

leaders  and experts. But most television newscasts are not simply 

a ……to the public. They attract large viewing  audiences  and so 

are  very important for the  companies , which compete  to sell 

their ……time  slots for higher  prices. 


